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Spiking Neural P Systems are Neural System models characterised by the fact that each neuron mimics

a biological cell and the communication between neurons is based on spikes. In the Spiking Neural

P systems investigated so far, the application of evolution rules depends on the contents of a neuron

(checked by means of a regular expression). In these P systems, a specified number of spikes are consumed

and a specified number of spikes are produced, and then sent to each of the neurons linked by a synapse

to the evolving neuron.

In the present work, a novel communication strategy among neurons of Spiking Neural P Systems is

proposed. In the resulting models, called Spiking Neural P Systems with Communication on Request,

the spikes are requested from neighbouring neurons, depending on the contents of the neuron (still

checked by means of a regular expression). Unlike the traditional Spiking Neural P systems, no spikes

are consumed or created: the spikes are only moved along synapses and replicated (when two or more

neurons request the contents of the same neuron).

The Spiking Neural P Systems with Communication on Request are proved to be computationally

universal, that is, equivalent with Turing machines as long as two types of spikes are used. Following

this work, further research questions are listed to be open problems.
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1. Introduction

Membrane Computing is a branch of Natural Com-

puting that abstracts computational models from the

structure and the functioning of biological cells,1,2

with a particular emphasis on their parallel and dis-

tributed computational features. These models are

known under the name of P Systems.

A P system can be seen as a multicompartmen-

tal computing model (with the compartments delim-

ited by membranes) characterized by the following

points:3–6

• its structure (i.e., membrane structure)

which can be a hierarchical arrangement of

membranes (thus represented by means of

a tree) or as a net of membranes and thus

represented by a general graph,

• its multisets, i.e., the molecules placed inside

each membrane, with their multiplicity,

• its evolutionary rules that govern the oper-

ations on the multisets or the passage of the

molecules across membranes.

Among the P systems, a Neural-like P System

is a construct where the cells correspond to neurons,

linked by synapses,1 with a strong analogy between

Neural-Like P systems7 and neural networks.8–12

This article focusses on a subclass of Neural-

Like P systems, namely Spiking Neural (SN) P Sys-

tems.13,14 SN P systems are a Membrane Computing

version of the Spiking Neural Networks (SNNs).15,16

In SNNs the communication among neurons is trig-

gered by means of impulses of identical shape

(spikes) or by sequences of spikes.17–20 The training

of a SNN is usually a complex task.21

SNNs have a wide application potential. Mod-

ern interesting applications of SNN include, e.g.,

epilepsy examination,22–24 medical diagnostics,25

pattern recognition,26,27 neurosurgery,28 informa-

tion processing,29 and liquid-state machine cir-

cuitry.30

SN P systems have some common features with

SNNs: a neuron fires only when its potential or the

number of spikes inside it reaches a specific value;

the concept of time is incorporated into the informa-

tion encoding and processing. In terms of features of

models, SN P systems fall into the third generation

of neural network models.

Briefly, SN P systems have the following struc-

ture and functioning. Neurons (in the form of a mem-

brane) are placed in the nodes of a graph (whose

edges are called synapses) and they contain a num-

ber of spikes. Identical objects denoted by a evolve

by means of rules of the form E/ac → ap: if the

contents of the neuron are described by the regular

expression E (over the alphabet {a}), then c spikes

are consumed and p spikes are produced. The pro-

duced spikes are sent to all neurons: the synapse of

each neuron points from the evolving neuron to each

neighbour neuron. The p spikes are replicated in such

a way that each destination neuron receives p spikes.

In each time unit, each neuron that can use a rule

should use one, while neurons in the system func-

tion in parallel with each other. When a computa-

tion halts, i.e., no further rule in the system can be

applied, a result of the computation is obtained. In

this work, the computation result is defined in the

form of the number of spikes present in a specified

neuron in the halting configuration.

Many variants of SN P systems have been con-

sidered in recent years, based on biological facts,31–33

computer science motivations,34,35 and mathemati-

cal motivations.36–38 Most of the obtained classes of

SN P systems are computationally universal, that

is, they can simulate any Turing machine. Further-

more, several small computationally universal SN P

systems have been constructed.39 It has been also

shown that, under certain conditions, solutions to

computationally hard problems can be obtained in

a polynomial time within this framework.40,41 Suc-

cessful applications of SN P systems have been pre-

sented in the areas of optimization7 and fault diagno-

sis.42–45 The interested reader can consult the above

mentioned bibliography or the chapter46 dedicated

to SN P systems.

The aforementioned “standard” SN P systems

and their variants are communicating on command:

the initiative for communication belongs to the emit-

ting neuron. Taking the inspiration from the area of

Parallel-Cooperating Grammar Systems,47 it is nat-

ural to consider also the reverse case: the communi-

cation on request. The spikes should be moved from

a neuron to another one when the receiving neuron

requests that.

Request-response is an important concept in

software engineering. A request-response interaction

(also called request-reply) is one of three-event based

interaction types in an event based system. The in-
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teractions among the agents in an event based sys-

tem are governed by events, principally those inter-

actions that are request-response, message-passing,

or publish-subscribe.48 A request-response interac-

tion happens between two agents. Agent A makes a

request to agent B by sending agent B a request,

indicating the type of request along with the de-

tails of the request. Agent B processes the request

and responds by sending a reply back to agent A. In

a request-response interaction, there are potentially

four events:48 (1) the act of sending the request by

agent A; (2) the receipt of the request by agent B;

(3) the act of sending the reply by agent B; and (4)

the receipt of the reply by agent A. For synchronous

request-response interactions, especially those that

occur over short periods of time, these four events

are normally all combined together and considered

one event. There are several particular cases.

Request-response is one of the basic methods

computers used to communicate with each other, in

which the first computer sends a request for some

data and the second computer responds to the re-

quest.49 For example, browsing a web page is an ex-

ample of request-response communication. Request-

response can be seen as a telephone call, in which

someone is called and they answer the call. Request-

response is a message exchange pattern in which a

requestor sends a request message to a replier system

which receives and processes the request, ultimately

returning a message in response.49

The class of SN P systems we introduce here,

namely SN P Systems with Communications by Re-

quest (shortly called SNQ P systems), have only rules

for requesting spikes from the neighboring neurons,

the action being again dependent on the contents

of the neuron. Basically, the rules are of the form

E/Q(an1 , j1) · · · (anm , jm), with the meaning that, if

the neuron where this rule resides (say, neuron i) has

a number of spikes described by the regular expres-

sion E, then it asks (this is the meaning of Q) n1
spikes from neuron j1, n2 spikes from neuron j2, and

so on. If the neurons j1, . . . , jm cannot satisfy the

requests (they contain less spikes than requested),

then the rule cannot be applied. Also queries of the

form (a∞, j) can be formulated, with the meaning

that all spikes from neuron j are requested, no mat-

ter how many they are, maybe none. When several

neurons request simultaneously spikes from the same

neuron, the queries should be identical, and the re-

quested spikes are replicated. Details will be given in

the next section.

We want to stress an important feature of this

variant of SN P systems, SNQ P systems: no spike

is consumed, they are only moved from a neuron to

another one (from this point of view, they remind

P systems with symport/antiport rules50). The only

way to increase the number of spikes in the systems

is by replicating the spikes in neurons which receive

multiple queries.

In this work, the computational power of SNQ

P systems is investigated. Specifically, the universal-

ity of SNQ P systems is obtained if we extend the

definition by considering two types of spikes. In ad-

dition, a small universal SNQ P system is obtained,

composed of 49 neurons.

The remainder of the paper is organized in the

following way. Section 2 describes the details of the

proposed SN P Systems with Communications by

Request. Section 3 contains some preliminary re-

sults about simple cases of SNQ P Systems, con-

taining one, two, and three neurons. Section 4 dis-

cusses the universality of the proposed P systems.

Section 5 provides an example of a small universal

SN P system with communication by request. Fur-

ther research questions are highlighted in Section 6.

Section 7 gives the conclusions to this work.

2. Definition of SN P Systems with
Communication by Request

This section formally defines the devices briefly de-

scribed above. The reader is assumed to be familiar

with basic elements of membrane computing,46 as

well as with some basic notions and notations from

language and automata theory.51 We only mention

that V ∗ denotes the free monoid generated by the al-

phabet V under the operation of concatenation with

the null element λ (the empty string), and that the

family of sets of natural numbers computed by Tur-

ing machines is denoted byNRE (they are the length

sets of recursively enumerable languages, hence the

notation).

We directly introduce the systems that we in-

vestigate, in the general form (with several types of

spikes).

Definition 1 (SNQ P Systems). A spiking neu-

ral P system with communication by request (shortly,
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SNQ P system) is a construct

Π = (O, σ1, . . . , σm, ai0 , out),

where:

(1) O = {a1, a2, . . . , ak} is an alphabet (ai is a type

of spikes), where k ≥ 1 is the number of types of

spikes,

(2) σ1, . . . , σm are neurons of the form σi = (ui, Ri),

1 ≤ i ≤ m, m is the number of neurons, where:

a) ui is a multiset over the alphabet O;

b) Ri is a finite set of rules of the form E/Qw,

where E is a regular expression over O and w

is a finite of queries of the forms (aps , j) and

(a∞s , j), 1 ≤ s ≤ k, p ≥ 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ m;

(3) ai0 , 1 ≤ i0 ≤ k, is the type of output spikes and

out ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m} indicates the output neuron,

which is used to store the computation result.

The meaning of a query (aps , j) is that neuron σi
requests p copies of as from neuron σj , while (a∞s , j)

means that all spikes of type as from σj , No matter

how many they are, are requested by σi.

It must be noted that the set of synapses has not

been specified in the definition since the synapses are

implicitly defined by the rules.

A configuration Ct at an instant t of an

SNQ P system Π = (O, σ1, . . . , σm, ai0 , out),

where σi = (ui, Ri) and ui = a
n(i,1)
1 . . . a

n(i,k)
k ,

1 ≤ i ≤ m, is described by the number

of spikes of each type present in each neuron

in the beginning of the computation, that is,

Ct = ((n(1, 1) . . . n(1, k)), . . . , (n(m, 1) . . . n(m, k))).

A rule E/Qw, with a finite of queries w of the form

(aps , j), in neuron σi is applicable to a configuration

Ct at time t if the following holds: (1) the contents

of neuron σi considered as a string belongs to the

language generated by E, and (2) all queries formu-

lated in w are satisfied, that is, if (aps , j) is a query in

w then neuron σj at least p spikes (all query (a∞s , j)

in w is always satisfiable because all spikes from σj
are requested for neuron σi, no matter how many

they are, maybe none). There could exist conflict-

ing queries between two rules r1 ≡ E1/Qw1 and

r2 ≡ E2/Qw2 associated with neurons σi1 and σi2
verifying conditions (1), (2), and such that by means

of a query in w1 and a query in w2, different num-

bers of occurrences of the same spike as of neuron

σj are requested by σi1 and σi2. In this case, one of

the rules r1, r2, non-deterministically chosen, can be

used.

A delicate point appears when defining the re-

sult of a computational step, because of the interplay

of the queries. A computation step consists of the fol-

lowing sub-steps:

• Sub-step 1. In each neuron, we choose a

rule to apply, and check its applicability.

This means checking three conditions: (i)

that the regular expression in the rule cor-

responds to the contents of the neuron, (ii)

that the queries in the rule can be satisfied

by the indicated neurons, and (iii) that there

are no conflicting queries among the selected

rules. If any of these conditions is not sat-

isfied, then the rules should be changed,

or, in the case of the third condition, some

of the rules involved in conflicting queries

should be omitted. However, the set of se-

lected applicable rules should be maximal,

in the sense that no rule can be added to

the set without losing the applicability (each

neuron which can evolve, should do it).

• Sub-step 2. The requested spikes are re-

moved from the neurons where they were

present. For each neuron we have three cases:

(i) no spike as was requested by any other

neuron (and then the existing number of

spikes as remains unchanged), (ii) all spikes

of some kind as were requested, by at least

one other neuron (and then no spike of this

kind remains here), or (iii) p spikes of type

as are requested, by at least one other neu-

ron (and then p is deduced from the number

of copies of as present in the neuron). Note

that because of the fact that the requests are

not conflicting, we know precisely how many

spikes of each type we have to deduce from

each neuron.

• Sub-step 3. The queries are satisfied, the

requested spikes are moved to the request-

ing neurons. To the result of Sub-step 2 we

add the requested spikes, with the following

meaning: if two (or more) neurons request

spikes from the same other neuron, then the

number of spikes to be submitted to the two

(or more) neurons is the same (say, p copies

of some as), but only p spikes are removed
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from the emitting neuron, the p spikes are

replicated and exactly p spikes are moved to

each of the requesting neurons. The same in

the case of two or more queries of the form

(a∞s , j), all spikes present in σj are replicated

as many times as the number of other neu-

rons having submitted queries to σj .

It can be observed the three sub-steps together form

a step, which lasts for one time unit.

After a computation step as illustrated above,

the system passes to a new configuration. A sequence

of such transitions from a configuration to another

one, starting from the initial configuration, is called

a computation. A computation halts if it reaches a

configuration where no rule can be applied. The re-

sult of a halting computation is the number of copies

of spike ai0 present in neuron σout in the halting con-

figuration.

2.1. Differences between standard SN
P systems and the proposed SNQ
P systems

It must be noted that there exist several important

differences of SNQ P systems in comparison with

usual SN P systems: (1) we use several types of ob-

jects, and we still call all of them spikes, (2) there is

no interaction with the environment, no spike is sent

out, hence we have to consider the result of a com-

putation only in the internal mode (no spike train is

defined here), (3) there is no other way to increase

the number of spikes than the replication in the case

of multiple queries from the same neuron (this cor-

responds to the case when a neuron in a usual SN

P system sends spikes to several neurons to which it

has synapses).

It is also worth mentioning the difference from

the systems we consider here and those in Ref. 52,

where the request is done only from the environment,

for cell-like SN P systems,53 using (in the skin region

only) rules of the form E/λ← ap, with the meaning

that p spikes are brought from the environment. Be-

sides these rules, usual spiking rules are used in Ref.

52.

3. Preliminary Theoretical Findings

Let us start the study of SNQ P systems by ex-

amining the computational power of small systems,

which have a small number of neurons and of types

of spikes. This is also an opportunity to illustrate the

previous definitions by means of some examples.

For an SNQ P system Π, let us denote by N(Π)

the set of numbers generated by Π. Let us also denote

by NSNkPm(Q) the family of sets N(Π) generated

by SNQ P systems using at most k types of spikes

and at most m neurons. When the numbers k or m

can be arbitrary, the corresponding parameter is re-

placed with ∗.
Directly from the definition of SNQ P systems,

it follows that the two parameters k and m induce a

double hierarchy of families of sets of numbers:

NSNkPm(Q) ⊆ NSNk+1Pm+1, for all k ≥ 1,m ≥ 1.

As we will see in the next section, the hierarchy

on the number of types of spikes collapses at the sec-

ond level (SNQ P systems with two types of spikes

are already universal). Because of the universality,

the other hierarchy on the number of neurons can-

not be infinite, but we do not know its precise height.

The following two lemmas analyse oversimplified

SNQ P systems, composed of one and two neurons,

respectively. It is shown that, as for other P systems,

systems with only one neuron cannot apply any rule,

hence they only generate singleton sets.

Lemma 1. NSNkP1 = NSN∗P1 = SING, k ≥ 1,

where SING denotes the family of singleton sets.

Systems with two neurons have also a rather lim-

ited power.

Lemma 2. NSNkP2 = NSN∗P2 = FIN, k ≥ 1,

where FIN denotes the family of finite sets of num-

bers.

Proof. In systems with two neurons, spikes cannot

be replicated, hence the initial number of spikes can-

not be increased, and NSN∗P2 ⊆ FIN .

On the other hand, FIN ⊆ NSN1P2: consider

a finite set of numbers, arranged in the increasing

order, n1 < n2 < · · · < nk, and consider the SNQ P

system from Figure 1. We use the standard style in

representing SN P systems; we also explicitly repre-

sent the synapses defined by the queries, as well as

the initial spikes present in neurons (if no spike is

specified, this means that no spike is present in that

neuron in the initial configuration). Also as usual in

the area of SN P systems, we identify a neuron with

its label, thus equivalently saying “neuron σi” and

“neuron i”.
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Figure 1. An SNQ P system generating a finite set

Initially, neuron σ1 contains nk spikes, while σ2
is empty, corresponding to the empty string λ. Each

computation takes only one step, neuron σ2 non-

deterministically chooses rule λ/Q(ani , 1) to apply,

requesting ni spikes from neuron σ1. In this way, neu-

ron σ2 has ni spikes, thus the number ni, 1 ≤ i ≤ k,

is generated.

The passage from two neurons to three neu-

rons entails a rather large increase of the generative

power, and the explanation resides in the possibility

to have replication of spikes, not only permitting the

increase of number of spikes, but even an exponential

increase.

Lemma 3. The family NSN1P3(Q) contains any

arithmetical progression.

Proof. Let us take an arithmetical progression L =

{n0 + i · n1 | i ≥ 1}, for some n0 ≥ 0 and n1 ≥ 1,

and construct the SNQ P system Π from Figure 2,

which consists of three neurons with labels 1, 2 (out,

output neuron), and 3.
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an1/Q(an1 , 3)

an1/Q(an1−1, 3)

2/out

an0

an0(an1)∗/Q(an1 , 1)

3

an1

an1/Q(an1 , 1)

Figure 2. An SNQ P system generating an arithmetical
progression

Formally, the system is:

Π = ({a}, σ1, σ2, σ3, a, 2), where

σ1 = (n1, {an1/Q(an1 , 3), an1/Q(an1−1, 3)}),
σ2 = (n0, {an0(an1)∗/Q(an1 , 1)}),
σ3 = (n1, {an1/Q(an1 , 1)}).

In each step, neurons σ1 and σ3 repeatedly ex-

change n1 spikes, while neuron σ2 also requests n1
spikes from neuron σ1 (hence the n1 spikes of neuron

σ1 are duplicated), thus going along the terms of the

arithmetical progression. The computation can stop

at any moment, by using the second rule of neu-

ron σ1: neuron σ1 brings only n1 − 1 spikes inside

(hence the query of neuron σ2 cannot be satisfied)

and neuron σ3 remains with one spike inside, which,

together with the n1 spikes brought from neuron σ1,

do not allow the use of the rule in neuron σ3. Clearly,

N(Π) = L.

Lemma 4. The family NSN1P3(Q) contains non-

semilinear sets of numbers.

Proof. Let us consider the SNQ P system Π in Fig-

ure 3.
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2/out

λ/Q(a∞, 1)

3

λ/Q(a∞, 1)

1

a2

λ/Q(a∞, 2)(a∞, 3)

λ/Q(a, 3)

Figure 3. An SNQ P system generating a non-
semilinear set

The neurons σ1, σ2, σ3 can use a rule only if they

are empty. This is the case in the beginning with neu-

rons σ2 and σ3, hence they request all spikes of neu-

ron σ1. Now neuron σ1 can request back the spikes

from neurons σ2, σ3, getting 4 spikes inside. As long

as the neurons use their rules asking for all spikes of

the partner neurons, the number of spikes present in

neuron σ1 is doubled, and this also happens with the

contents of neurons σ2 and σ3.
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At some step, λ/Q(a, 3) is used in neuron σ1,

simultaneously with neurons σ2, σ3 requesting the

spikes of neuron σ1. The computation halts, because

all neurons have at least one spike inside, hence they

can use no rule (all rules have the empty string λ).

The number of spikes in neuron σ1 is doubled after

each move of the contents of neurons σ2 and σ3 to

neuron σ1, after neuron σ2 requests all spikes from

neuron σ1, the number of spikes in the output neuron

σ2 is a power of 2, N(Π) = {2n | n ≥ 1}.

Therefore, the increase of the number of neurons

from 1 to 2 and to 3 induces a strict increase of the

computing power of SNQ P systems. It remains to

be investigated whether the strict increase of com-

puting power is also true for the next levels of the

hierarchies NSNkPm(Q) ⊆ NSNkPm+1.

4. The Universality of SNQ P Systems

This section gives the main result of the paper, that

is the universality of SNQ P systems with two types

of spikes (without a bound on the number of neu-

rons). The proof will use the characterization of

NRE by means of register machines.

Such a device is a construct M = (n,H, l1, lh, I),

where n is the number of registers, H is the set of

instruction labels, l1 is the start label (for simplic-

ity, we may assume that l1 labels an ADD instruction,

but this is not essential; note that in many places

the start instruction is labeled with l0, but here we

prefer to start from 1), lh is the halt label (assigned

to instruction HALT), and I is the set of instructions;

each label from H labels only one instruction from

I, thus precisely identifying it. The instructions are

of the following forms:

• li : (ADD(r), lj , lk) (add 1 to register r and

then go to one of the instructions with la-

bels lj , lk),

• li : (SUB(r), lj , lk) (if register r is non-empty,

then subtract 1 from it and go to the in-

struction with label lj , otherwise go to the

instruction with label lk),

• lh : HALT (the halt instruction).

A register machine M starts with all registers

empty (i.e., storing the number zero), applies the

instruction with label l1 and proceeds to apply in-

structions as indicated by labels (and made possible

by the contents of registers); if the machine reaches

the halt instruction, then the number n stored at

that time in the first register is said to be computed

by M . The set of all numbers computed by M is de-

noted by N(M). If the computation never halts, then

no number is generated. It is known that register ma-

chines compute all sets of numbers which are Turing

computable, hence they characterize NRE (see, e.g.,

Ref.54).

Theorem 1 (Universality of NSQ P Systems).

SNQ P Systems are computationally universal:

NRE = NSN2P∗(Q).

Proof. In order to prove the theorem, we only prove

the inclusion ⊆, the opposite one can be obtained

through a straightforward but cumbersome construc-

tion of a Turing machine simulating an SNQ P sys-

tem,55 or we can invoke the Turing-Church thesis.

Starting from a register machine M =

(n,H, l0, lh, I) we construct an SNQ P system Π with

two types of spikes, which we denote by a and b,

hence O = {a, b}. We associate one neuron with

each register of M (denoted by 1, 2, . . . , n), one neu-

ron σl with each label l ∈ H, as well as a sec-

ond neuron, σl′i with each instruction of M of the

form li : (SUB(r), lj , lk). We also consider the neu-

rons σi, 1 ≤ i ≤ 5, as mentioned below. Therefore,

the number of neurons depends on the number of reg-

isters and labels of M , that is why we cannot bound

it in advance.

If the value of a register r is m, then the corre-

sponding neuron σr contains m spikes a. That is, a

is the spike indicating the result of the computation,

and the output neuron is σ1 (associated with register

1).

Let us assume that H contains t elements,

l1, l2, . . . , lt. Initially, each neuron contain 2t copies

of b and no copy of a, with the exception of neurons

σci , 1 ≤ i ≤ 5, which contain the spikes a, b, b, b, b ,

respectively (see also the construction below).

ADD module: For each instruction li :

(ADD(r), lj , lk) of M we construct the module rep-

resented in Figure 4.

In order to simplify the proof, we first assume

that we are allowed to also use a query of the form

(a, env), with the meaning that one copy of a is re-

quested from the environment – with the environ-

ment supposed to contain arbitrarily many copies of

a. Later we will remove this kind of rules.
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r

b2t

b2t−i/Q(a∞, li)(b
i, li)(a, env)

li

b2t

bt−1/Q(a∞, r)(bi, r)

a∗bt+i−1/Q(bt+1, lj)

a∗bt+i−1/Q(bt+1, lk)

lj

b2t

lk

b2t

Figure 4. The ADD module

Such a module is activated when t + 1 spikes b

from neuron li are requested by another neuron. In

this construction, the neuron which asks t+ 1 copies

of b from σli is σc1 . If we would accept the query

(a, env), hence neurons c1, c2, c3 will be absent, then

we have to start with only t−1 spikes b in neuron l1,

the starting one. The neuron (with label) li becomes

active and it requests from neuron r all copies of a as

well as i copies of b. Note that i precisely identifies

the label li, which precisely identifies the instruction

(hence neurons r, lj , lk).

In the next step, both neurons li and r can ap-

ply a rule. In this way, the previous contents of neu-

ron r returns to neuron r, at the same time neuron

r requesting one copy of a from the environment,

which corresponds to the fact that the register was

increased by 1. Simultaneously, neuron li uses one of

the rules a∗bt+i−1/Q(bt+1, lj), a
∗bt+i−1/Q(bt+1, lk),

non-deterministically chosen, which means that one

of the neurons lj , lk is activated, while li ends with 2t

copies of b inside, as it was the case at the beginning.

The instruction of M is correctly simulated, and one

of the instructions with label lj , lk will be simulated

in the next steps.

It is important to note that, in spite of the fact

that several instructions ADD can refer to the same

register r (as well as several instructions SUB), this

does not lead to wrong computations (i.e., computa-

tions in Π not corresponding to computations in M),

because the regular expression b2t−i of the rules in

neuron r precisely identifies the neuron li to which a

query is addressed from neuron r.

Let us see now how to avoid the query (a, env).

Instead of the query (a, env), we put in neuron r

the query (a, c1), and then we consider the module

consisting of three neurons given in Figure 5. Their

role is to produce arbitrarily many copies of spike a,

keeping them available to neurons with label r cor-

responding to ADD instructions, then to request t+ 1

copies of spike b from neuron l1, thus triggering the

simulation of the first instruction in M .

#
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c1

a

λ/Q(a∞, c2)(a∞, c3)

λ/Q(a∞, c2)(b, c2)(a∞, c3)(b, c3)(bt+1, l1)

c2

b

b/Q(a∞, c1)

c3

b

b/Q(a∞, c1)

Figure 5. The module producing arbitrarily many
copies of spike a

This module functions in a way similar to the
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system in Figure 3: as long as neurons c2, c3 con-

tains one copy of spike b, they can request the

contents of c1, which then can bring back, dou-

bled, the number of spikes a, repeatedly, until non-

deterministically choosing to use the second rule,

λ/Q(a∞, c2)(b, c2)(a∞, c3)(b, c3)(bt+1, l1). This rule

blocks the functioning of neurons c2, c3, and also ac-

tivates neuron l1.

It is easy to see that this module substitutes the

use of the query (a, env), with only one exception: if

the module in Figure 5 stops “too early” and there

are not enough copies of spike a, as necessary for

the simulation of the computation in M . To avoid

this situation, we also consider a “trap module”: we

add the rule b2t−i/Q(b, c4) to neuron r. If the rule

b2t−i/Q(a∞, li)(b
i, li)(a, c1) cannot be used because

neuron c1 contains no copy of spike a, then this new

rule should be used, requesting one copy of spike b

from neuron c4. This neuron is a part of the module

in Figure 6.

'
&

$
%
'
&
$
%

�
-

�

c4

b

λ/Q(b, c5)

c5

b

λ/Q(b, c4)

Figure 6. The trap module

With spikes b inside, neurons c4 and c5 cannot

use any rule, but after removing the spike b from c4,

neurons c4 and c5 will repeatedly ask to each other

the remaining spike b, and the computation never

stops.

SUB module: For each instruction li :

(SUB(r), lj , lk) of M we construct the module given

in Figure 7.

When neuron li “looses” t + 1 spikes b, it be-

comes active, and can absorb all spikes a and i spikes

b from neuron r. In the next step, both neurons r and

li can use one rule. If there is no spike a present (cor-

responding to the fact that register r was empty),

then neuron li has to use the rule bt+i−1/Q(bt+1, lk),

and neuron lk is activated. In parallel, neuron r re-

turns to its previous contents (no subtraction was

made), neurons l′i, lj are not modified.

If there is at least one copy of spike a present,

the subtraction is performed by activating first neu-

ron l′i (in parallel, neuron r returns to its previous

contents). Neuron l′i decreases by one the contents

of neuron r and activates neuron lj . The copies of

spike a requested by neuron l′i during a computation

remain in this neuron, they are “accepted” by the

regular expression of the rule in l′i.

Again, no unwanted interferences between SUB

modules appear, because the label li precisely iden-

tifies the instruction (hence the module). In this way,

the SUB instruction is also correctly simulated.

The simulation of the computation in M contin-

ues until the halt instruction is reached. In the neu-

ron associated with lh there is no rule, hence after

activating this neuron, the computation in Π halts.

The number of copies of spike a in neuron 1 is the

result of computation, hence N(M) = N(Π).

5. A Small Universal SNQ P System

In this section, starting from a universal register ma-

chine, as those presented in Ref. 56, a universal SNQ

P system will be obtained.

In Ref. 56, the register machines are used for

computing functions, with the universality defined as

follows. Let (ϕ0, ϕ1, . . . ) be a fixed admissible enu-

meration of the unary partial recursive functions. A

register machine Mu is said to be universal if there is

a recursive function g such that for all natural num-

bers x, y we have ϕx(y) = Mu(g(x), y). In Ref. 56,

several universal register machines are constructed,

with the input (the couple of numbers g(x) and y)

introduced in specified input registers and the re-

sult obtained in another specified register, the output

one.

The machine from Ref. 56 used in Ref. 39 is

given in Figure 8. It has 8 registers and 23 instruc-

tions. Without loss of generality, l0 labels the start

instruction, which has no effect over the assumption

about the definition of register machines specified in

the last section. Because here we do not work with

numbers encoded in the spike train, as the distance

in time between consecutive spikes, but with the mul-

tiplicity of spike a in specified neurons, we can have

the input and the output of a computation in an

SNQ P system defined in the same way as in register

machines, hence no input and output module as in

Ref. 39 is necessary.
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l′i

b2t

a∗bt−1/Q(a, r)(bt+1, lj)

r

b2t

b2t−i/Q(a∞, li)(b
i, li)

li

b2t

bt−1/Q(a∞, r)(bi, r)

bt+i−1/Q(bt+1, lk)

a+bt+i−1/Q(bt+1, l′i)

lk

b2t

Figure 7. The SUB module

l0 : (SUB(1), l1, l2), l1 : (ADD(7), l0),

l2 : (ADD(6), l3), l3 : (SUB(5), l2, l4),

l4 : (SUB(6), l5, l3), l5 : (ADD(5), l6),

l6 : (SUB(7), l7, l8), l7 : (ADD(1), l4),

l8 : (SUB(6), l9, l0), l9 : (ADD(6), l10),

l10 : (SUB(4), l0, l11), l11 : (SUB(5), l12, l13),

l12 : (SUB(5), l14, l15), l13 : (SUB(2), l18, l19),

l14 : (SUB(5), l16, l17), l15 : (SUB(3), l18, l20),

l16 : (ADD(4), l11), l17 : (ADD(2), l21),

l18 : (SUB(4), l0, lh), l19 : (SUB(0), l0, l18),

l20 : (ADD(0), l0), l21 : (ADD(3), l18),

lh : HALT.

Figure 8. The universal register machine from Ref.56

Therefore, a direct counting on the modules con-

structed in the previous proof (8 registers + 23 labels

+ 13 SUB instructions + 5 neurons in Figures 5 and

6 means a total of 49 neurons) leads to the following

result:

Theorem 2. There is a computing universal SNQ

P system with 49 neurons.

It is highly possible that the number 49 can be

slightly improved (by looking to other universal reg-

ister machines in Ref. 56, by possibly saving some

neurons by carefully examining the structure of the

starting universal register machine, or by using a

different construction). This task is left as an open

problem to the reader.

6. Further Research Questions

Several questions naturally remain unaddressed in

this preliminary phase of the study. These questions

open multiple unexplored research directions. The

following list illustrates some these questions and re-

search directions to continue the research on SNQ P

systems.

(1) Can the universality be obtained also for SNQ

P systems using only one type of spikes? (Do we

have NRE = NSN1P∗(Q)?) We expect a neg-

ative answer, and a confirmation of this conjec-

ture would be rather interesting, as not so many

classes of P systems are known which are not

universal (but are able to compute more than

semilinear sets – see the example from Section

3).

(2) We have seen that the replication can grow ex-

ponentially the number of spikes in linear time.

Can this be used in order to solve NP-complete

problems in polynomial time? We again expect

a negative answer – prove a Milano theorem ver-

sion for SNQ P systems (prove that an SNQ P

system can be simulated by a Turing machine

with a polynomial slow-down, as done in Ref. 57

for multiset processing P systems and in Ref. 58

for usual SN P systems).

(3) Without duplication (and without bringing

spikes from the environment) the number of

spikes present in the system remains constant,

hence only regular sets of numbers can be gen-

erated. Can all regular sets be generated in this
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way?

(4) Look for normal forms, e.g., in terms of the num-

ber of neurons from which a rule can request

spikes. In the proof of Theorem 1 we have rules

requesting spikes from 1, 2 or even 3 neurons (the

case of neuron c1). Is the universality lost if we

bound this number to 1 or 2?

(5) An interesting kind of queries seems to be those

of the form (a∞−s, j): take all but s spikes a from

neuron σj . Of course, if σj contains less than s

spikes, then the query cannot be satisfied, the

rule cannot be applied. Are such queries useful

(for instance, in avoiding the use of the second

type of spikes in the universality proof)?

(6) Although we do not have a spike train associ-

ated with a computation in an SNQ P system,

we can associate a language to such a system in

terms of traces, as in Ref. 59: follow the path of

a designated spike from a neuron to another one.

The family of these trace languages remains to

be investigated.

(7) A natural question would be: how can we use

SNQ P systems and what would be the advan-

tages/differences with respect to traditional SN

P systems? Although we do not have a definite

answer to this question yet, like the traditional

SN P systems, SNQ P systems could be used to

sort, and to represent fuzzy knowledge and di-

agnose faults occurring in an electric power sys-

tem by combing with fuzzy set theory. In addi-

tion, the promising applications of SNQ P sys-

tems might be used to construct arithmetic or

logic operators and to detect network intrusion

by making full use of the characteristic of com-

munication on request.

(8) Finally, we point out another natural question:

can we remove the regular expressions from the

rules and replace them with polarizations associ-

ated with the membranes, as done in Ref. 60 for

standard SN P systems? This made the univer-

sality proof in Ref. 60 much more difficult, so this

is expected also for SNQ P systems – or maybe

they will no longer be universal in this case.

7. Conclusion

This article proposes a new class of spiking neural

P systems, where the spikes are not spontaneously

emitted but the communication is initiated on re-

quest, by the requesting neurons. The obtained com-

puting devices are briefly called SNQ P systems.

These SNQ P systems are proved to be compu-

tationally universal, that is, they can simulate the

Turing machines – provided that two types of spikes

are used. As a consequence of the proof of this re-

sult, a small universal SNQ P system is obtained,

composed of 49 neurons.

Several research questions remain unaddressed

and require further investigation. Eight open ques-

tions have been identified but several others can be

considered. Of a particular interest is the question

of solving computationally hard problems, e.g., NP-

complete problems, in a polynomial time. As men-

tioned in the introduction, SNNs have a wide appli-

cation potential. As a membrane computing version

of SNNs, SNQ P systems are deserved to be investi-

gated for solving real-world problems.
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